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Abstract:

By analyzing a number of very high resolution, non-hydrostatic experiments of baroclinic life-

cycles, we came to the conclusion that the intensity of the near surface baroclinic development

influences the upper level wave to such an extent that it could produce cyclonic or anticyclonic

wave breaking. Since the final jet position is equatorward or poleward, the position depends on

whetherthewavesbreakcyclonicallyor anticyclonically respectively. Thelow-level baroclinicity

plays a very important role in the outcome of the wave and feedback to the mean circulation.

Usingashallow-watermodelwetestthehypothesisthattheintensityof theeddyforcingfrom the

lower-layersof theatmospherecanhaveaprofoundeffectonthedisturbancesof theupperlayers.

From these experiments we conclude that:

For weak intensities, the strong effective beta asymmetries due to the earth sphericity produce

anticyclonicwavebreakingandapolewardshift of thezonaljet will occur. For moderateforcing,

anticyclonic wave breaking occurs and consequently, as before, a poleward shift of the zonal jet

will occur. However, thereis animportantdistinctionbetweenweakandmoderateforcing. In the

latter case, the eddy anticyclonic centers are very intense. The influence of the two anticyclones

produces a difluence field that will strain the cyclonic vortex along the SW-NE direction. Conse-

quently, the meridional vorticity flux, v’ζ’, is positive in the north and negative in the south. This

processhastwo effects:thinningthecycloneandproducingpositivevorticity fluxeson thenorth,

negative fluxes on the south and moving the jet poleward. By increasing the forcing, the cyclone

centers become considerably more intense than the anticyclones (CVC) and they are able to

deformandthin theanticyclones,thusmoving thejet equatorward.This transitionis veryabrupt;

above a threshold amplitude, the life-cycle bifurcates to a cyclonic wave breaking.

Theimplicationsfor stormtrackvariability arequitedirect.In normalyears,at theentranceof the

stormtrackintensebaroclinicityproducesCVC’swith aslightshift of thejet equatorward.At the

last half of the storm track, due to much weaker baroclinicity, anticyclonic wave breaking occurs

(AVC’s) displacing the jet poleward. The eddies at the entrance of the storm track develop from



the baroclinicity of the sub-tropical jet. Downstream fluxing and weaker surface baroclinicity

make the upper level waves more aloft and barotropic by the middle of the storm track. These

waves normally break anticyclonically enhancing the sub-polar eddy driven jet. In the warm

phaseof ENSO,morebaroclinicity(andsubtropicalmoistureflux) is presentin theeasternPacific

Ocean. This enhanced baroclinicity could support more CVC’s in the eastern basin, maintaining

the subtropical jet further east.

1. Introduction.

Thelife-cycleof barocliniceddiesdependsgreatlyon thecharacteristicsof thelargescaleflow in

which they evolveand,in largepart,areresponsiblefor modifying thecharacteristicsof themean

circulation.In thenorthernhemispherethePacificandAtlantic stormtracksoriginatein thevicin-

ity of the stationary troughs over the western part of the respective oceans and terminate near a

stationary ridge over the west coast of North America and over Europe. The storm tracks lie

downstream and slightly poleward of the vertical and horizontal shear zones associated with the

quasi-permanent jet streams over Japan and over the east coast of North America. Considerable

differences in environmental conditions are observed along the storm tracks. In particular, focus-

sing on the Pacific storm track reveals that the position, intensity and shape of the local zonal

wind, temperature and moisture have large deviations along the track, from the entrance to the

exit. For the most part, these modifications are the product of the mixing action produced by the

barocliniceddiesthemselves.Largedifferencesareobserveddueto theinter-annualvariability of

the storm-tracks; the different behaviors of the baroclinic eddy life-cycles are partly responsible

for those changes (Lau 1985; Held et al 1989; Orlanski 1998). Fig 1 shows a schematic of the

winter westerly jet axis over the Pacific Ocean for climatology and the two phases of the ENSO

cycle.

Weather patterns follow approximately the same trajectories as the jet axis along the storm track.

In order to describe the characteristics of the inter-annual variability, let us first examine the nor-

mal years. The large zonal variability is associated with a quasi-stationary trough in the first half

of the storm track over the western Pacific and a ridge over the second half in the eastern part of
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the basin. The subtropical jet over Japan at the entrance of the storm track is deflected poleward

over theeasternPacific. In theENSOwarmphase,theentrancetroughis slightly weakerasis the

ridge at the termination of the storm track. Moreover, the jet seems to split into a subtropical and

polewardjet over theeasternPacific. As aresult,thestormtracksaremoreelongatedthusproduc-

ing more systems in the warm phase that enter the US from the southwest rather than from the

northwest which is the case in normal years. In the ENSO cold phase, the eastern ridge is

enhanced; consequently, the storm track is further deflected poleward (Orlanski, 1998). The

weakening of the trough and ridge in the warm events is consistent with the well known PNA

height response of the ENSO cycle (Horel and Wallace 1981). Evidence of the connections

between the tropics and extratropics occurring on longer time scales has been known for many

years.For thelasttwo decadestheinfluenceof tropicalheatingontheextratropicalcirculationhas

been widely investigated by a number of observational and modelling studies (review article,

Trenberth et al 1998).   Many of these studies show that heat anomalies like those seen in the

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the Winter Jet axis over the Pacific Ocean
for the ENSO phases and normal years.
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equatorial SST during the ENSO cycle can be, through convection and subsidence, a source of

Rossby waves. These anomalies can produce a train of Rossby waves that tend to propagate

throughanequatorialwesterlyductin theuppertroposphereandproducearesponsepatternsimi-

lar to that of the Pacific and North America pattern (PNA) (Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and Web-

ster (1981)). Trenberth, et al (1998) points out that the climatological stationary planetary waves

andassociatedjet stream,especiallyin thenorthernhemisphere,canmake thetotalRossbywave

sources somewhat insensitive to the position of the tropical heating that induced them. They also

point out that a number of factors influence the dispersion and propagation of Rossby waves

through the atmosphere, including zonal asymmetries in the climatological state, transients, and

baroclinicandnonlineareffectsthatcanamplify theteleconectionresponse.However, theinvesti-

gation of the role of the extratropical circulation on the tropical atmosphere and the interannual

variability of the interaction has been limited and is not fully understood. A number of issues

remain to be answered concerning the midlatitude response to tropical forcing that the quasi-lin-

earexplanationof thePNA responseto equatorialheatinghasnotbeenableto explain (Trenberth

etal 1998).Wewill limit ourdiscussionto afeaturethathasnotbeenwell documentedandthatis

the effect of the midlatitude high frequencies in the winter storm track being able to amplify the

signal of the teleconection. For instance, the splitting jet observed in warm events is not a station-

ary feature, but rather has  scales of weeks, shifting from being a subtropical to a subpolar jet in

the eastern Pacific. A stationary heating over the tropics could not mimic such a transient

response. However, it would be feasible to think that the effect of baroclinic eddies can indeed

producesuchbehavior. It is well acceptedthatthemeanmeridionalcirculationin theextratropics,

the Farrel Cell, is eddy driven. The zonal variability however, could be controlled as well by the

action of transient eddies; this issue has not been well understood and we will try to clarify it in

this paper.

There is mounting evidence, based on studies of idealized simulations and analysis of the obser-

vations, that baroclinic eddies play a very important role in shaping the quasi-stationary circula-

tion (Held et al 1989; Hoskins and Valdes 1990; Nakamura et al 1997; Orlanski 1998). In

particular, Orlanski (1998) found that baroclinic eddies exert a cyclonic forcing at the western
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poleward side of the Pacific storm track and anti-cyclonic forcing at the eastern equatorward side

of the storm track. This forcing is consistent with the trough-ridge system that characterizes the

winter conditions at the entrance and exit of the storm track.

Theatmosphereexhibitsavastrangeof cyclonicbehavior onvariousspaceandtimescales.The

most extreme cases can be summarized in how they grow and decay. The classical picture of

cyclone development by surface baroclinicity of the environment has been extended to include

very common observed cases of growth by fluxing energy from a system upstream. This process

is known as “downstream baroclinic development” (Simmons and Hoskins, 1979, Orlanski and

Katzfey, 1991).Downstreambaroclinicdevelopmentcanproducewavepacketsthatareoccasion-

ally observedin theatmosphericcirculation(LeeandHeld,1993,Chang,1993,BerberyandVera,

1996 among others). The life-cycle of baroclinic eddies could terminate by fluxing energy to a

systemdownstreamor by moreviolentwavebreakingby nonlinearcritical layerabsorptionor by

other means. Although some eddy life cycles require the interaction of many modes, particularly

those characterized by downstream development (Orlanski and Gross 2000), most of our under-

standing of the eddy life cycle has emerged from studies examining normal modes in zonally

symmetricjets.Nonlinearlife cycleexperimentsusingthefastergrowing linearbaroclinicnormal

modes on a realistic basic zonal flow exhibit many of the characteristics of observed mid latitude

storms (e.g. Simmons and Hoskins 1978, 1980; Balasubramanian and Garner 1997 a,b among

others). Observational studies have concluded that the basic structure of mid latitude baroclinic

eddies are indeed very similar to those of nonlinear baroclinic normal modes (Lim and Wallace

1991; Chang 1993).

An intriguing possibility concerning the mechanism for baroclinic normal modes to decay was

presentedby SimmonsandHoskins1980andThorncroftetal 1993(hereafterTHM). They found

two canonicalstagesof wavebreaking,LC1 andLC2.LC1 is theclassicalpicturethey describeof

nonlinearcritical layerabsorptionin whichthewavebreaksanticyclonically. In thelaterstagesof

thewave,theupperlevel troughis beingthinnedby theeffectsof theanticyclonethatadvectsthe

temperature south-westward. To quote the authors “The whole process is an example of what
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might be called equatorward Rossby wave breaking by analogy with the more common cases of

planetary scale Rossby-wave breaking in the wintertime middle stratosphere” (e.g Clough et al

1985,McIntyreandPalmer1984).LC2, on theotherhand,grows in amannersimilar to LC1 but

what is remarkable is the completely different way the latter evolves. In the LC2 case, the

cyclonic wrap up on the polar side of the jet, which also occurred early in LC1, continues to

expandto amuchlargerscaleandneverbreaksanticyclonically. LC2 decaysveryslowly whereas

LC1 zonalizesvery fast.Consequently, LC2 is left with a robustcycloneandanundulatedPvpat-

tern for a very long time.

Although THM does not present a clear discussion on the eddies affecting the mean circulation,

they do discuss the possibility that a storm track could have either type of cyclone development.

In bothcasesthecyclonesstarton thepolarsideof thejet. As they evolve,LC1 shiftssouthof the

jet continuallythinningdueto theanticyclonicshear. Ontheotherhand,LC2 remainspolewardof

the jet axis. Actually, in THM, Fig. 3 shows the initial and end profiles of the zonal jet for both

cases.Wecanveryclearlyseealargeshift in latitudinalpositionof thejet in bothcases.LC1 ends

up with a jet poleward of the initial position and LC2 has a jet slightly southward of the initial

position.THM usedtwo differentinitial jetsin orderto obtainthesetwo differentevolutions(LC1

andLC2). A barotropiccyclonicshearwasaddedin LC2 to modify thepositionof theupperlevel

critical layers and the intensity of the index of refraction. That was the basic contention of their

conclusion needed to explain the different behaviors of LC1 and LC2.

Theseresultsraisesomeinterestingquestions.For example,canthefrequentoccurrenceof either

of these two canonical states (cyclonic and anticyclonic wave breaking) be the cause for the vari-

ability of the storm track (as shown in Fig 1)? Is it possible to have more types of LC1 in the nor-

malor coldphasesof ENSOthatshift thejet axispolewardor moreLC2 typesin thewarmphase

thatcouldexplain theshift to thesouth?Orlanski(1998)analyzedthePacificstormtrackfor aten

year period, 1980 to 1990, that includes two ENSO cycles. It was found that although the posi-

tions of the entrance jets were similar in these two periods, the baroclinicity extended more east-

wardin El Nino years.Thereis apossibilitythen,thattheenvironmentalconditionscouldsupport
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either of the life-cycles (LC1 and/or LC2). In order to answer these questions several baroclinic

life cycleexperimentswereperformed.In thenext sectionwewill briefly discussthethreedimen-

sionalsimulationsof barocliniclife cyclesfor avarietyof basicstates.In section3,wepresentthe

forced shallow water global model used for a number of upper level life cycle simulations. The

resultsof theglobalwavenumber7 responsefor differentforcingparameterswill bepresentedin

section4. Globalwavenumbers5, 6, 7 and8 areexaminedin section5. Thesummaryanddiscus-

sion will be presented in section 6.

2. Three-dimensional simulations of baroclinic life cycles

Solutions were obtained by integrating the non hydrostatic, fully compressible ZETANC1 model

(anearlyversionof themodelis describedin Gross,1997)with veryhighresolution(5 km and10

km in themiddleof thechannel)anddifferentinitial statesthatportraydifferentstormtrackenvi-

ronments.Fourteenexperimentshavebeendesignedto useprofilesfor adiversityof jet configura-

tions, wide and narrow jets with strong and weak vertical shears, in dry and moist atmospheric

conditions.Analysesof thesebarocliniclife-cyclesimulationswill bepublishedelsewherebut let

us summarize some of the results relevant to this discussion.

Fig 2 showsthezonalmeanjet andeddykineticenergy after13daysof theevolutionof thebaro-

clinic eddies, for both dry and moist conditions. Fig 2a, corresponds to the dry case and Fig 2b is

for the moist environment. Since the initial moisture distribution was concentrated in the low lati-

tudes, both dry and moist solutions have the same development for the first few days. The differ-

ences in the zonal jet for both cases after 13 days is quite remarkable. The dry solution has the

final jet displacedto thenorth(50oN) of theinitial position(45oN), whereasthemoistsolutionhas

it to the south (38oN). The maximum eddy kinetic energy is located south of the jet maximum in

thedry caseandto thenorthin themoistcase.This is verysimilar to thatfoundby THM (theirfig

3) for the LC1 and LC2 evolution.

1. The ZETANC model developed at GFDL by Steve Garner, is a high resolution, non-hydrostatic, fully
compressible model of hemispheric extent (see www.gfdl.noaa.gov/~io/Bubble.html)
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A clearer description of the time evolution of the zonal jet for these two solutions can be seen in

Fig 3. The solutions correspond to a initial jet with a 20o latitude width and a maximum wind

speed of 70m/s (narrow jet with strong vertical shear). Fig 3a shows the evolution of the zonal

mean jet (8000 m) and the eddy kinetic energy over its life-cycle for the dry atmosphere and Fig

Fig 2. Cross-section of zonal mean flow (color bands) and eddy kinetic energy (black contours) at
day=13 for the three-dimensional high resolution non-hydrostatic simulations. a) Dry atmosphere
and b) Moist atmosphere. The solutions run for 15 days and both dry and moist cases are started
with the same initial conditions of basic state and perturbations. However, in the moist case there
is a moisture distribution only in the tropical latitudes.
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3b for a moist atmosphere with otherwise identical conditions. The solutions correspond to a sin-

gle wave number (m=7). As expected the moist solution is more energetic than the dry one. The

first four days are practically identical. Since the moisture distribution is larger in low latitudes

and practically decays to very low values by 500 N, active convection takes place only after the

frontal system associated with the wave has advected enough moisture to the middle latitudes to

make a substantial departure from the evolution of the dry wave. Clearly, by the end of the life-

cycle,thedry jet is locatedpolewardof its initial positionwhereasthemoistsolutionjet is located

a few degrees southward of its initial position.

Fig 3. Evolution of the zonal mean flow (color bands) and eddy kinetic energy (black contours)
for the solutions shown in Fig 2. at z=8000 m. The contour interval of eddy kinetic energy is 200
m2/s2.
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These results have strong similarities with the LC1 for the evolution of the dry case and the LC2

evolutionwith themoistcase.However, theresultsseemto contradictTHM conclusionsthatboth

life-cycles were different because the characteristics of the upper level index of refraction and

critical layerin their studyweredistinctlydifferent.In thiscase,thedry andmoistsolutionshave

started with the same upper level distributions. It also seems to disprove the suggestion by Bala-

subramanian and Garner 1997a that the difference in life-cycles was connected to the initial nor-

mal mode structure. Both dry and moist solutions are initially very similar in structure and the

zonal flow characteristics are identical. In these two cases the baroclinicity in the later part of the

life-cycle is different due to the advection of moisture by the wave. The moist case being more

intense, could break cyclonically whereas the weaker dry case breaks anticyclonically. These

results are confirmed by most of the other solutions that we analyzed. Cases with the same baro-

clinicity, evenin adry atmospherecanchangefrom anLC1 evolutionto anLC2 evolutionby only

removing thesurfacedrag.Withoutsurfacedrag,for strongshears,thedry solutionscouldbevery

cyclogenticallyintenseandalsocoulddisplacethejet southwardsimilar to themoistcase.Onthe

other hand, weak shears even without surface drag similar to that used by THM, develop as an

LC1. Our contention then is that it is the intensity of the lower level wave that will determine the

outcome of the upper level wave; if it is very intense, the upper level will break cyclonically

whereas for a weaker system, it will break anticyclonically.

We have reduced the problem to a very simple question,”Could the intensity of the lower level

eddies determine the outcome of the upper level flow?” To unequivocally answer this question ,

we used a shallow water model to simulate the evolution of large amplitude upper level waves. If

themodelis forcedto simulatethestretchingproducedby thelower level waves,it shouldbeable

to show under which conditions the waves so generated could break cyclonically or anticycloni-

cally. For a relevant simulation of the evolution of the upper level wave with a shallow water

model,weshouldfirst inspectthedistributionof theheightof anisentropicsurface(300K,seeFig

A1) for the 3-D simulations discussed previously. This isentrope was selected because it is char-

acteristicof theseparationbetweenthelowerandtheupperatmosphere(aroundz~5000mts).This

solution correspond to the moist baroclinic solution (see Fig 2b and Fig3b). Also, the potential
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vorticity for that surface and the vertical averaged relative vorticity anomaly (with respect to the

zonal mean) between two levels (5km-10km) are shown in Fig A1. Note the wave-like shape of

the anomaly height (300K) has an amplitude close to 2000 m., whereas the potential vorticity is

showing signsof theupperwaverolling up.Also, it is worthnotingthelargeamplitudeof thever-

tically averagedrelativevorticity anomalywith amaximumcloseto 1.75x10-4 s-1 andaminimum

of -0.75x10-4 s-1; thesedifferencebetweencyclonicandanticyclonicvorticitieswill bemorerele-

vant when discussing the evolution of the shallow water model solutions.

3. A Global Shallow Water Model1

3.a The 1-1/2 layer Shallow Water Model (SM1-1/2).

TheGlobalShallow WaterModel is aversatilespectralmodelwith a traceroptionidealfor simu-

lating the global circulation where a low-order model is justified. Since the model is spectral (tri-

angular truncation), the prognostic variables are: relative vorticity, divergence and height. The

momentum equations from which the vorticity and divergence equations were derived are shown

eq. A4-A8. The model conserves the potential vorticity, and is:;

whereζ is the relative vorticity, 2Ωsinφ is the Coriolis parameter, g’ is the reduced gravity, h is

the height of the dynamic layer, andhf is the height of the lower layer where the forcing is

applied. We are using two versions of the shallow water model and presenting corresponding

solutions whose characteristics we describe in the Appendix. The first one is the shallow water

model(hereafterSM1-1/2) shown in Fig A2 (b). Theforcinghf (h2 in eqA10) is aprescribedfunc-

tion of space and time that tends to mimic the stretching effects due to the unstable lower level

wave (eq A11) as shown in Fig A1.

1. TheFlexible ModelSystem(FMS)offerstheGlobalShallow Watermodeldevelopedby IsaacHeld (see
www.gfdl.noaa.gov)

Pv
ζ λ φ t, ,( ) 2Ω φ( )sin+

g'h λ φ t, ,( ) g'h f λ φ t, ,( )–
--------------------------------------------------------------= 3.1
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Thefirst RHStermof 3.2representsameanslopeof thelower interface(seeAppendix).Thesec-

ondtermis theprescribedwaveforcingthatmimicsthebaroclinicevolution from thelower layer.

As 3.2 indicates,hw is given as a disturbance that propagates in the zonal direction with phase

speedc and wavenumberm0. The latitudinal variation is the same as the zonal jet profile;hw is

different than zero only in the region where the jet is larger than c (simulates the confinement by

the critical layers). The amplitude that modulates the wave forcing A(t) and, in simple terms, rep-

resents the time evolution of the lower level wave is:

The maximum value of A(t=tLF) = e-1.

Then prescribing the expression hf from e.q 3.2 in the thickness equation:

The first two RHS terms provide the forcing for the SM1-1/2model and the last term is the hyper

diffusivity which for this case we use either n=4 or 8 withν~1hour. Pv conservation is a nice

h f h f φ( ) A t( )hw+= 3.2

hw W
U φ( ) c–( )
U0 c–( )

-------------------------- m0 λ ct–( )( )cos=

U φ( ) c 0≥–if

and hw = 0
U φ( ) c 0<–if

A t( ) t
tLF
-------- 

  2 t
tLF
-------- 

  2
– 

 exp= 3.3

td
dh

h V∇•+
t∂

∂h f h f V ν∆nh+∇•+–= 3.4
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property of SM1-1/2. Although we are adding mass sources and sinks from 3.2, there is not a net

mass added to the system; if it were, Pv should still be conserved. There is however a serious

drawbackof this forcing to simulatetheevolutionof anunstableupperlevel wave; for weakforc-

ing thesolutionsarequiterealisticandwell behaved.Howeversinceour interestis to explorethe

evolution of the waves in a highly nonlinear regime,hf in SM1-1/2is like imposing a corrugated

bottomtopography. Therefore,in orderto havealargewaveresponse,theimposedforcingshould

havelargeamplitudes.Consequently, Rossbywaveradiationandnon-geostrophicdynamicsmake

the response uncontrollable (see Appendix for more discussion). A simpler variation of this

forced model can render more controllable solutions when generating large finite amplitude

waves.

3.b Shallow Water Model (SM)

The model SM as shown in Fig A2 c. is very similar to SM1-1/2with an important difference.

Equations (eq. A4-A8) are the same in both models; the only difference is in the treatment of the

forcing in eq 3.4. Instead of the SM1-1/2 forcing in eq 3.4, SM has a Newtonian restoration of the

perturbation heighth’ to the height of the wave forcinghw, (eq 3.2). Similar mass sources have

beenintroducedin studiesonstratosphericdynamics(Polvanietal. 1995,SobelandPlumb. 1999,

among others).

The SM height equation with the Newtonian restoration is:

The first term on the RHS is the Newtonian restoration ofh’ the deviation of the instantaneous

zonal meanh. We used6 hoursfor the restoration time constantτR. Restoring the perturbation

height to hw has the desirable effect of producing a wave that is very similar to the upper level

waves even in strong baroclinic developments. Since the initial development of baroclinic insta-

bility requires that the upper and lower wave disturbances should be phase-locked, forcing SM

with this kind of restoration term seems to mimic the phase-locking process very well. The solu-

td
dh

h+ V∇• 1
τR
------A t( ) h' hw–( )– ν∆nh+= 3.5
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tionsof SM donotseemto producestrongRossbywave radiationin theinitial periodof develop-

ment as in SM1-1/2(see discussion and Fig A3 in the Appendix). However, this model also has a

majorlimitation. Therestorationtermin eq.3.5canbeasourceor asinkof Pv. Weestimatedthe

amount of Pv in the solutions and those values tend to be small, only a few percent of either the

meridional advection of Pv or the divergence of meridional Pv flux, (see Sobel and Plumb 1999,

for a thorough discussion on the relation of mass sources like this one and Pv in shallow water

models). We are confident about the robustness of these solutions. Similar regimes that will be

discussed in the following sections were also found with other models; i.e, the full 3-D simula-

tions, the SM1-1/2and simple barotropic models. For this reason, we chose to present the bulk of

the results obtained with SM; however, similar solutions from SM1-1/2also will be shown.

The initial jet used for this study is similar to that used by Simmons and Hoskins (1980), THM

and our wide jet in the 3-dimensional simulations (section 2), and is given by:

Wetesteddifferentparameterrangesfor thephasevelocities,valuesof tLF andvaluesof U0. We

foundthatthebehavior of thesolutionsis qualitatively thesame;all areverysensitive to theforc-

ing amplitudeW, the wave numberm andc, but less sensitive to the values of the other parame-

ters. The values of the forcing coefficients are:

                                             U0  = 40m/s

                                               tLF = 4 days

                                               m= 8, 7, 6 and 5.

W (in meters)will beusedastheforcingamplitudefor therestof thepaper. Fig 4 shows themax-

imum value of the area averaged eddy kinetic energy (Eke) as a function of different values ofc

wave numberm, for different constantW’s. For a givenm, the variation of Eke withc is similiar

for different values ofW; the larger theW, the higher the values of Eke will be. However, the

maximumvalueof Eke is obtainedfor thesamec regardlessof thevalueof theforcingamplitude

U φ( ) U0 π φ( )2
sin( )

3
sin= 3.4
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W. The value ofc that maximizes the Eke depends on the initial jet profile and in particular the

meridional extension of the forcing that is proportional toU-c. Although one is tempted to con-

sideronly thosecaseswith thevalueof c thatmaximizestheresponse,thatwouldnotnecessarily

be justified. This is because the baroclinic wave evolution that these simulations try to portray

may not propagate with this optimal value ofc.

The relative vorticity response as a function of the forcing amplitude is shown in Fig 5 for m=7

and a constant c=24 m/s (the optimal c for m=7). In this figure, two pair of curves are shown for

eachof thefiveforcingamplitudes,thecyclonicvorticity maximumandtheanticyclonicvorticity

minimum. Notice that for a weak forcing (269 m) the positive and negative vorticity have a sym-

metric evolution. However, for a stronger forcing, the system becomes more asymmetric; the

cyclonic vorticity becomes more intense reaching values a few times larger than the Coriolis fre-

quency (six timestheCoriolisparameterin thestrongerforcing).Theanticyclonicvorticity onthe

other hand, levels off at approximately -f, or the absolute vorticity at zero. Later we will see that

these strong asymmetries between the cyclonic and anticyclonic evolution are of paramount

Fig 4. Eddy kinetic energy response for four different wave numbers (m=5,6,7 and 8) as a func-
tion of the forcing phase speed for the SM solutions.
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importance in the different wave evolutions. Let us start our discussion for the response of wave

number, m= 7, the same wave number used in the three-dimensional simulation shown in Fig 2

and 3.

4. Wave number 7.

4.a Potential Vorticity

The potential vorticity for 3, 6, 8 and 16 days in the life-cycle of the wave is shown in Fig 6. The

forcing (269 m) is weak and the evolution is very similar to a classical baroclinic normal mode

decay. The blue lines, for reference, are the linear critical layers due to the basic flow. The wave

trough tends to grow and tilt in the NE-SW direction; as it becomes thinned by the anticyclonic

shearof thebasicflow, it tendsto movewestaroundtheanticyclone.Finally, with thehyperdiffu-

sionandreabsorbingin thehighPvareanorthof thejet, theflow zonalizedwith aslightdisplace-

mentof 2o to thenorth.Theentiresolutionseemsweaklynon-linearandthewavebreakingcould

have been classified as anticyclonic, similar to that described for stratospheric Rossby waves that

Fig 5. Evolution of the maximum positive and minimum negative vorticity response for m=7,
c=24m/s at different forcing amplitudes.
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propagate equatorward and are absorbed by a critical layer (Clough et al 1985, McIntyre and

Palmer 1984, THM).

Fig 7 shows the Pv response to different forcing amplitudes at a time when the response had

attained approximately the maximum amplitude (Fig 5). Fig 7. shows a remarkable shift from

anticyclonicwavebreakingto cyclonicwavebreaking.Thefinal responseafter16daysis notonly

Fig 6. Potential vorticity contours at four different times for the response of a weak forcing in
m=7 and c=24m/s. Only 100 degrees in longitude and 82.5 degrees in latitude are shown. The
dashed lines mark the two critical layers.
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remarkablebut dynamicallyrich. By contrast,thetwo weakforcingcaseszonalizedto aflow that

has been displaced poleward of the original jet. The two stronger cases produce a jet south of the

initial position and maintain the propagation of strong cyclonic vortices (like modons). It seems

clear that the mechanism acting on the LC1 and LC2 life-cycles is also operating in these solu-

tions, insofar as these are realistic portraits of the evolution of upper level baroclinic wave devel-

opment.

Fig 7. Potential vorticity contours for four different forcing amplitudes at day =6. The same region
as in Fig 6 is shown. The solutions of the two upper graphs (W=441m and W=617m) break anti-
cyclonically, whereas the two in the lower graphs (W=706m and W= 793m) break cyclonically
(m=7, c=24m/s).
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4. B. Asymmetries between cyclonic and anticyclonic development.

There are a few mechanisms the can break the symmetry of cyclonic and anticyclonic develop-

ment (Fig 5). For instance, the stretching term being proportional to the absolute vorticity will

produce more intense cyclones than anticyclones. This is perhaps the major difference between

quasi-geostrophic dynamics that produce symmetric centers with the primitive equations or even

semi-geostrophic dynamics that include the full stretching term (Hoskins 1971). The asymmetry

between cyclonic and anticyclonic vorticity generations is due to the fact that given the same

amountof convergenceanddivergence,in principledueto massconservation,theabsolutevortic-

ity andconsequentlythestretchingtermwill belargerfor positiverelativevorticity (wewill argue

later for slight asymmetries in the divergence centers due to the sphericity of the earth). Fig 5

shows the maximum and minimum vorticity generated in the five experiments. It is clear that at

the beginning, small amplitudes, both positive and negative, grow similarly; this is particularly

true for small forcing (e.g. W=269 m). However, for stronger forcing, as both centers (positive

and negative) grow, the asymmetry becomes important. At the point when the absolute vorticity

and Pv is zero, the stretching term will be zero (ζ=-f) and negative vorticity can not grow further

negativedueto stretching.Thismeansthatwherethecycloniccenterscouldcontinueto grow, the

anticyclones reach a saturation level where no further growth is possible by this mechanism.

Actually, evenif otherforcingcouldgenerateamorenegativevorticity, thiswouldmaketheabso-

lute vorticity less than zero and would allow for an inertial instability that could equilibrate the

minimum vortictiy to the local -f or the absolute vorticity close to zero.

A wordonthepositivevortictiy, themaximumfor strongforcingexceeds4 or 5 timesthelocal f.

It seems rather excessive, however these values have been reached in the high resolution baro-

clinic simulations discussed in Section 2. Note that because the circulation around the cyclone

shouldbethesameasthataroundtheanticyclonecenter, thecasein whichthepositivevorticity is

much larger than the magnitude of the negative vortictiy, the cyclone area will be proportionally

smaller than the anticyclone (see Fig. 6). The behavior of the cyclonic centers for most of the

solutions tends to grow and decay in time. However, solutions like W=706m and, to some extent
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but different, W=617m (as we will discuss in a following section) have reached an equilibration

with their environment that can sustain these centers quite permanently. Let us first describe why

weak forcing seems to be biased toward anticyclonic wave breaking.

4. C. Anticyclonic wave breaking for weak forcing.

A number of studies attempted to discuss the difference in wave breaking for baroclinic waves in

cartesian (cyclonic wave breaking) or spherical (anticyclonic wave breaking) geometries (Whi-

takerandSnyder(1993),BalsubramanianandGarner1997a,b). WhitakerandSnyder(1993)use

arguments based on a two layer simulation of nonlinear baroclinic development. The meridional

displacement of cyclones and anticyclones tends to strengthen the anticyclones and weaken the

cyclone in spherical geometry. They suggested that the asymmetry was produced by the metric

termsassociatedwith thevariationin lengthratherthanthecurvatureof thelatitudecirclesin the

nonlinear stage of the wave. Balsubramanian and Garner (1997 a), on the other hand, proposed

that the asymmetry was due to the fact that the normal modes in Cartesian and spherical geome-

tries are different and could determine their final different evolutions.

Ourresults,cannot totally supporteitherassumption.As wehaveshown in thethree-dimensional

initial value simulations, the dry and moist solutions have the same evolution for the initial peri-

ods (few days) and then as nonlinearity takes place, they depart in their evolution. Moreover, our

forcing in the shallow water model that portrays the effects of low level baroclinic development

hassomeunrealisticfeatures.Theforcinghasthemaximumandminimumdivergenceat thesame

latitude, whereas in a true baroclinic wave, due to the poleward heat fluxes, the maximum and

minimum divergence are meridionally displaced as required to validate the Whitaker and Snyder

(1993) suggestion. The basic state in this model has very asymmetric effective beta (Pv)φ due to

the metric term in the vorticity shown in Fig 8. It is considerably higher in the southern latitudes

(~30N) than at the poleward latitudes (~60N). The symmetric shape of the jet shown in Fig 8,

(U(φ)-C), will be the same as the shape of the eddy forcing (Eq. 3.3). It seems then that in the

neighborhood of the critical layers, U(φ)-C ~ 0, the disturbances will feel the influence of the
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effectivebeta,thatbeinghigheron thesoutherncritical layerwill producemorewestwardtenden-

ciesrelative to thenorth.Thiseffect, for weakdisturbances,will tilt theeddiesNE-SWasseenin

the wave evolution in Fig 6. For completeness of argument, the meridional gradient of (Pv)y as if

in a cartesian system (without the metric term in the vorticity and linear variation off with lati-

tude)is plottedin Fig 8. Theeffectivebetafor thecartesiangeometryshowsanoppositeasymme-

try to thatof (Pv)φ. Following thepreviousargument,thedisturbancesin thesecaseswill tilt NW-

SE with a possible cyclonic wave breaking. The difference in the structure of the normal modes

already may contain the asymmetry of the effective beta, which favors the Balsubramanian and

Garner (1997 a) suggestion for weak developments. However, for strong developments there is a

complete redistribution of Pv due to the large amplitude attained by the eddies and quasi-linear

arguments may not suffice.

Fig 8. The meridional Pv gradient of the basic state, the profile of U-c and the meridional Pv gra-

dients assuming no metric terms and the Coriolis parameter linear with latitude. In order to show

them in the same graph, each was normalized by its maximum value.

4.D Strong Interactions, Anticyclonic and Cyclonic Wave Breaking
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The simple observation of the vortex intensity displayed in Fig 7 c,d precludes us from making

quasi-linear arguments about their evolution. In fact it maybe difficult to interpret their different

evolutions and breaking on the basis of the lack of refraction index and critical layers (as in

THM), evenif thoseargumentscouldbebasedonnonlineardynamics.It is howeveravery tracta-

ble scenario to think about the mechanism of vortex interactions. Fig. 9 shows a sketch of two

intense vortices of one sign interacting with a weaker vortex of the opposite sign. Let us first dis-

cuss the case with the stronger anticyclonic centers.

Fig 9 Schematicsof vorticesinteractionof bothsigns.Theuppergraphshowsastrongernegative

vortex centers and the lower graph shows a stronger positive vortex centers. Solid black arrows

indicate the circulation, bold grey arrows indicate the direction of deformation. The meridional

vorticity fluxes that this interaction will produce is also indicated.
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The upper graph in Fig 9 shows two large anticyclones interacting with a weaker cyclone in the

center. The influence of the two anticyclones produces a difluence field that will strain the

cyclonic vortex along the SW-NE direction. Consequently, the meridional vorticity flux, v’ζ’, is

positive in the north and negative in the south. This discussion will be relevant when we discuss

the effects on the zonal flow. We called that state Anticyclonic Vortex Control, (hereafter, AVC).

Thereversesituationis shown in thelowergraph.Herethecyclonicvorticesaremoreintensethan

the anticyclonic vortex. The anticyclone under the influence of the stronger cyclones, will elon-

gatein theNW-SEdirectionproducingmeridionalvorticity fluxesnegativeon thenorthandposi-

tive on the south. This case, of course, is the Cyclonic Vortex Control; (Hereafter CVC). Fig 10

shows thevorticity distributionandinstantaneouscirculationat t= 6 daysfor thesolutionsshown

in Fig 7b and Fig 7d. The upper figure corresponds to the case in which the AVC mechanism is

operating and the lower graph shows the vortictiy for when CVC is dominant. Notice the corre-

sponding tilt in NE-SW direction for AVC and the NW-SE direction for CVC. Clearly the geopo-

tential distribution for these two cases will be the classical picture of anticyclonic and cyclonic

wave breaking with poleward momentum for the first case and equatorward momentum for the

second case. The wind vectors for both situations suggest what final distribution the zonal mean

jet will have, a jet center at about 60N for the case with W=617 m. and around 35N for the case

with W=793 m. It seems that AVC and CVC represent two canonical mechanisms by which

strong interactions are accomplished. It will be shown that the two mechanisms AVC and CVC

cover a wider range of situations, two of which are LC1 and LC2.
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Fig 10. Relative vorticity and circulation vectors that illustrate the two processes AVC (W=617m)

and CVC (W=793m). Both solutions are for M=7 and c=24m/s.

4.E Changes in the zonal mean wind

The long term consequence of the different life-cycles can be measured by the effect left on the

zonal mean wind. In simple terms, the zonal average of the longitudinal component of the wind,
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U, is quite sensitive to the eddy meridional vorticity fluxes because the evolution of the zonal

wind is:

The first term on the right is the meridional flux due to the mean meridional velocity and the sec-

ondtermis themeridionalflux dueto theeddiesandD representsdissipation.Therelativevortic-

ity is given by:

Note that the zonal mean eddy meridional vorticity fluxes are the same as the zonal mean diver-

gence of the meridional momentum fluxes. The Fig 9 schematics show that AVC will have the

eddy meridional vorticity fluxes positive on the poleward side of the eddies and negative on the

equatorward side thus producing a westerly acceleration on the poleward side and easterly accel-

eration to the south of the eddy axis. The reverse will be true for the CVC. Fig 11 confirms these

findings where the evolution of  and eddy meridional vorticity fluxes as a function of time for

two forcing amplitudes W=617m and 706m are shown. In this figure the color shading corre-

spondsto themeridionalvorticity fluxeswhichasEq4.1indicatesis animportanttermfor chang-

ing the zonal momentum. Fig 11a, for W=617 m, shows that by day 5 there is a large positive

anomaly on the north side of the jet and a slight negative anomaly on the south side. This meridi-

onalvorticity flux producesastrongshift in thezonalmeanwind to thenorthof theinitial jet axis.

Thisbehavior is consistentwith themechanismof AVC acting.A verydifferentdevelopmentcan

be seen (Fig 11b) for the stronger forcing W=706m. As in the previous case, the vorticity fluxes

begin as positive northward and negative southward and even temporarily shift the zonal jet pole-

ward because, as previously discussed, for weak amplitudes there is an anticyclonic bias. How-

ever, by day6, sincetheeddieskeepincreasingin amplitude,thesystemturnsoverandwenotice
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astrongshift in thefluxes,intenselynegative to thenorthandpositive to thesouth.Thisproduces

achangein thezonalmeanjet, adisplacementto thesouthof theinitial jet axis.Clearly, theforc-

ing intensity that translates to the eddy response intensity is responsible for shifting the jet from

poleward to equatoward. The poleward (AVC) and equatorward (CVC) displacement for both

cases is clearly shown in this figure. A complementary picture of these two cases is provided in

Fig 12 a,b. The evolution of U and eddy kinetic energy as a function of time are shown for the

caseW=617m(Fig 12a)andW=706m(Fig 12b).Eddyenergy movessouthanddecaysby day11

in the AVC case whereas the CVC case produces quite permanent eddy activity for the entire 15

day period. This eddy activity is basically composed of cyclonic centers that have been equili-

brated with a new distribution of zonal Pv. A comparison with the solutions obtained with SM1-1/

2 (thatconserveslayerPv) forcedby abottomtopography typeis shown in Fig A4. Thesolutions

display the same characteristics shown in Fig 12, an abrupt change in the zonal jet final position.

For moderate forcing, the jet is positioned poleward of the initial jet where as for more intense

forcingthejet shiftsto theequatorwardsideof theinitial position.Let usreturnto thesolutionsof

SM.

Fig 13showsasummaryof all thecases(13)with differentvaluesof c, andW for m=7.Fig 13a

shows the maximum eddy kinetic energy over the entire life-cycle vs. the latitudinal position of

thefinal zonaljet maximumfor eachgivencase.Fig 13bis similar to Fig 13abut showsthepoten-

tial enstrophy. Fig 13 is paramount to our conclusions; it shows that as the intensity of the eddies

increases,thejet movesfurtherandfurtherto thenorthby meansof AVC. But, thereis athreshold

level of eddy kinetic energy or Pv anomaly that for eddies surpassing that level, there is bifurca-

tion on the eddy life cycle changing from AVC to CVC and also on the zonal mean circulation.

The flow enters into a different regime due to CVC; the jet shifts to the south of the initial posi-

tion. Not only dothejet andthezonalPvchange,but eddiescouldequilibrateto afinal amplitude

that can propagate undisturbed in the modified Pv field.
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Fig 11. Evolution of meridional eddy vorticity fluxes (color bands) and resultant change in the

zonal flow (black contour, positive for solid lines and dashed for negative values; the contour

interval is 10 m/s) for both cases of Fig 10 (see text).
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Fig 12.Similar to Fig 11Theevolutionof thezonalmeanflow (colorbands)andtheeddykinetic

energy (black contour, interval 100 m2/s2). This graph should be compared with the three-dimen-

sional solutions of Fig 3.
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Fig 13.Scatterdiagramof theeddykineticenergy andsquareof thePvanomalymaximumfor all

caseswith m=7vs.thefinal positionin latitudeof thezonaljet maximum.Thelatitudinalposition

of the initial jet maximum is indicated by a dashed line and the level where the abrupt transition

occurs is shown with a dot-dash line.
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4. F. The possibility of generating permanent cyclones centers.

As previouslymentioned,underspecialconditionsfor largeamplitude,theeddiesequilibrateinto

permanent propagating cyclonic eddies. Those eddies have drastically changed the mean zonal

flow (seeFig 12b) andits Pvdistribution.Thesepossiblelonglivedsystemsarenotonly afeature

of theshallow watermodelsolutionsinceTHM andourown three-dimensionalsimulationsshow

similar cyclone behavior. We have run the shallow water model for those solutions for 30 days

withoutanapparentdecreaseof cyclonestrength.To illustratethecharacteristicsof solutionswith

permanentcyclones(modones)whichdiffer from theothersolutions,let usfirst discussthecondi-

tions that may lead to such structures. Since Pv is conserved, at least after the forcing has disap-

peared, the solution with permanent propagating cyclones should satisfy

Cphis thepropagatingvelocityof thevortex centersandshouldbedistinguishedfrom thepropa-

gationvelocity thatwe imposedto theforcingc. It will becomeapparentsoonthatthetwo aredif-

ferent and the ability to generate the permanent cyclones is not due to any resonance condition

(c=Cph). Although the full velocity (u,v) is given by rotational and divergent components, for

these cases the rotational component is much larger than the divergent component (not shown)

and eq 4.3 could be simplified by assuming that u and v are derived from the stream function

alone. In that case eq 4.3 can be rewritten as:

where the Jacobian is expressed byΨ the total stream function,y (is the latitude times earth’s

radiusy=a*φ) andtotalPv. To non-trivially satisfyeq4.4,Pv=F(Ψ+Cphy). First let usinspectthe

dependence of Pv with the stream functionΨ for three solutions shown as a,b,c in Fig 13a. The

solutions a and b (not shown) have a rather incoherent relation between Pv andΨ. However, the

solution (point c) that displays the permanent cyclones, is remarkably different. Fig 14a shows
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the scatter plot of potential vorticity vs. stream function for the corresponding point c in Fig 13a.

It seems clear from the graph that a very coherent relation between Pv andΨ exists for this case.

The plot is done utilizing all points over the last half life-cycle of the eddies (7 days). Although

therelationshown in thisgraphseemsquitecompact,eq.4.4impliesthatPvis notonly afunction

of Ψ but Ψ+Cphy, whereCph should be somehow determined by inspecting the solution. We will

address this point later. Fig 14b shows the corresponding Pv profile for solution c, averaged over

the same last 7 days and the square root of the averaged potential enstrophy defined as:

where the bar and brackets denote zonal and time average. The very intense solution c with per-

manenteddiesdisplaysaverystrikingcharacteristicin whichboththezonalandeddyPvsymme-

trizes, equilibrating at the same level. This is a characteristic of all the permanent eddy solutions

found. The Pv for those cases can be expressed as:

Where Q(y) is the same functional form for the zonal Pv and the eddies andq is a function with

zero zonal average and:

Let usnow discusstheroleof Cph from eq.4.4.SinceCph doesnothaveanapparentrelationwith

the forcing phase velocity c, we derived the velocity Cph by means of inspecting the Hovmoeller

diagram of the relative vorticity anomaly of the solution denoted by point c in Fig 13a. The Hov-

moellerdiagramis shown in thelowergraphof Fig 14.An estimatedvalueof Cph~9.8m/scanbe

obtained from the Hovmoeller diagram in the latter days of the life cycle. We have done the scat-
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terplot for Pv vs. Ψ+Cph*y for differentvaluesof thephasevelocityCph andthebestfit wasfor a

valueof Cph around10m/swhichwasverycloseto thepreviouslyestimatedvaluefrom theHov-

moellerdiagram.It shouldbenotedthattheforcingpropagationspeedfor thiscasewasc= 24m/s.

Theconclusionis thatif theeddiesarestrongenoughto redistributethetotalPv, it will modify the

environmentto suchanextentthatit will find aparticularsteeringlevel on theredistributedzonal

flow. Although the topic is fascinating, it will distract us from our primary topic and research on

these issues will continue.

Fig 14. Scatter diagram of Pv vs. stream function for the solution marked c in Fig 13 (see text) is

shown in (a).Theprofilesof thefinal zonalaveragedPvandSPvfor thecorrespondingsolutionis

shown in (b) and the Hovmoeller diagram of the relative vorticity is shown (c).
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5. Waves m=5, 6, 7, 8

5a The eddy kinetic energy for all the modes

 In order to understand that strong interactions, discussed in the previous section, are not only

peculiar to a particular horizontal scale (m=7), let us discuss the solutions for all the wave num-

bersstudied(M=5, 6 7 and8). Thefinal latitudinalpositionof thejet maximumvs.themaximum

Eke for the four modes studied, including the recently discussed m=7 is shown in Fig 15 (similar

to the upper graph of Fig 13). Most of the solutions display similar characteristics in relation to

themaximumeddykineticenergy andthepositionof thejet. For low valuesof Eke thejet is posi-

tion polewardof theinitial position;astheeddyenergy increases,thejet is displacedfurtherpole-

ward.After surpassingacritical valueof Eke,thejet positionjumpsto theequatorwardsideof the

initial position. This abrupt transition is due to a bifurcation that occurred in the life cycle of the

eddy, as previously discussed for m=7. Note that this critical value depends on the mode being

considered.

Ekecritical =200 m2/s2 for M=8; Ekecritical =375 m2/s2 for M=7; Ekecritical =700+/-30 m2/s2 for

M=6 and Ekecritical =1500+/- 50 m2/s2 for M=5. A similar behavior could be seen if Pv (not

shown) hadbeenusedinsteadof Eke.Below thethresholdenergy for eachmodeAVC is predom-

inant and around the critical value for Eke there is a transition zone. In this transition zone, the

eddies’ large amplitudes and small perturbations may shift the instability to one control or the

other. But, as the energy of the eddies increases, it settles into a CVC system. These results

stronglysuggestthattwo extremesmayexist; whenEke< Ekecritical, AVC dominatesandif Eke>

Ekecritical, CVC dominates.

5b The Transition Zone

In order to understand better the transition from AVC to CVC, let us inspect two solutions indi-

catedby thearrows in Fig 15 (for convenienceCVC(m=6)andAVC(m=6)).Bothhaveverysimi-

lar energy levels (Eke~694 m2/s2). The only difference in generating each solution was the

propagation speed for the forcing c=12m/s for CVC(m=6) and c= 24m/s for AVC(m=6).
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Fig 15. Similar to the upper graph of Fig 13. The scatter diagram of the eddy kinetic energy max-

imum vs. the final position in latitude of the zonal jet maximum for all cases and wave numbers

studied. The dashed lines delimit the transition zone where the system shifts from AVC to CVC.
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Fig 16. Relative vorticity and wind vectors at two times (day 4 and day 7) in the life cycle of M=

6 for two very similar Eke distributions and different outcomes. The two solutions correspond to

the two arrows in Fig 15.

The evolution of CVC(m=6) and AVC(m=6) for two times in their life cycle is shown in Fig 16.

The relative vorticity and wind vectors for day 4 and day 7 are shown in Fig 17. It should be

stressed that the initial evolution is quite similar. By day 4, both waves look very much alike.
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Fig 17. Similar to Fig 12. The time evolution of the zonal mean flow and the eddy kinetic energy

for these two m=6 solutions

However, by day7 bothsolutionsarebifurcating,oneto aCVC andtheotherto anAVC. It seems

that the speed of the initial wave is a perturbation to the finite amplitude vortex interaction to

make the abrupt jump, but as previously stressed, it is not due to a resonance mechanism. Note
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also that all the solutions with CVC do not have similar final states. Some display an undulating

Pv whereas the others consist of a distinct streak of eddies. This seems to confirm the previous

discussionof m=7,thatonly whentheeddiesareableto redistributethePvandfind acompatible

steeringlevel, canthey surviveasindividualentities.Fig 17corroboratesthefactthatCVC(m=6)

produces a jet equatorward of the initial position and AVC(m=7) produces a jet poleward of the

initial position. The eddy kinetic energy is also shown for both cases in Fig 17. CVC(m=6) pro-

duces eddies that remain longer but are not quite as permanent as in the m=7 case, whereas AVC

zonalizes very quickly.

5c The Bifurcation Diagram

It is usefulto think thattheeddyenergy level maybetheindicatorfor classifyingAVC andCVC,

as well as when a poleward shift or equatorward shift can be expected for the zonal flow. Fig 18a

tries to represent the eddy kinetic energy for all the cases showing whether they are CVC (+) or

AVC(-) as a function of wave number. The dashed curve crudely represents values of Ekecritical

that we estimated as a function of (m). Although a careful inspection will show few (-) AVC

pointsabove thecurve,mostof thepointsconsistentlyappearabove theEkecritical to beCVC (+).

Consequently, thejet will shift equatorwardwhereasbelow thecurvewill bepredominatelyAVC

(-) andthejet will shift poleward.Representingthesameresultin aslightly differentway, Fig18b,

attempts to summarize all the results in a single graph. The eddy kinetic energy of all the wave

numbersnormalizedby eachindividualEkecritical (m) is shown vs.thelatitudinaldisplacementof

the final jet. The symbols show the different wave numbers and the two dashed lines indicate the

transitionzonearoundunity. ThetableindicatestheEkecritical (m) valuesusedfor normalizingthe

respective solutions.

ig 18. The upper graph shows the stability diagram for the finite amplitude wave breaking, eddy

kinetic energy as a function of wave number. The dashed curve is the Ekecritical values and (+)

indicatesaCVC caseandthe(-) indicatesaAVC case.Lowereddyenergy causesthejet to bedis-

placedto thepolewardside,whereashighenergiescausetheoppositeto occur;thejet is displaced
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to the equatorward side. The lower graph shows the unified diagram of all cases for all the wave

numbers of eddy energy normalized by its corresponding Ekecritical as a function of latitudinal

position of the final zonal jet maximum. The values of the symbols and Ekecritical used are in the

table insert. The two dashed lines indicate, as before, the transition zone (around unity) and the

dotted line indicates the position of the initial jet.

6. Summary and Conclusions.

By analyzing a number of very high resolution, non-hydrostatic experiments of baroclinic life-

cycles, we came to the conclusion that the intensity of the near surface baroclinic development

influences the upper level wave to such an extent that it could produce cyclonic or anticyclonic

wave breaking. Since the final jet position is equatorward or poleward, the position depends on

whetherthewavesbreakcyclonicallyor anticyclonically respectively. Thelow-level baroclinicity

plays a very important role in the outcome of the wave and feedback to the mean circulation.

Using a low-order shallow-water model we test the hypothesis that the intensity of the eddy forc-

ing from thelower-layersof theatmospherecanhaveaprofoundeffecton thedisturbancesof the

upper layers.

To thatendweusetwo differentversionsof aglobalshallow watermodel;theSM andtheSM1-

1/2, The SM is the shallow water model in which the height is relaxed to a forcing that simulates

the stretching effects of a lower-level unstable wave. SM1-1/2, on the other hand, is a Pv conserv-

ing model in which the forcing is prescribed to a lower-level interface. The bulk of the results

were done with the SM model but a few solutions of the SM1-1/2, were used to verify the same

behavior. From these experiments we conclude that:

• The intensity of the lower level baroclinicity (forcing amplitude) seems to be a determining
factor for the quality of upper-level wave breaking.

• For weakintensities,thestrongeffectivebetaasymmetriesdueto theearthsphericityproduce
anticyclonic wave breaking and a poleward shift of the zonal jet will occur.
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• For moderateforcing,anticyclonicwavebreakingoccursandconsequently, asbefore,apole-
wardshift of thezonaljet will occur. However, thereis animportantdistinctionbetweenweak
and moderate forcing. In the latter case, the eddy anticyclonic centers are very intense. These
vortex centers are intense enough (AVC) to produce a difluence in the cyclonic centers,
squelchingthecyclonein theNW-SEdirectionandelongatingit in theothertwo corners;this
process has two effects: thinning the cyclone and producing positive vorticity fluxes on the
north, negative fluxes on the south and moving the jet poleward.

• By increasing the forcing, the cyclone centers become considerably more intense than the
anticyclones(CVC) andthey areableto deformandthin theanticyclones,thusmoving thejet
equatorward. This transition is very abrupt (Fig 21); above a threshold amplitude, the life-
cycle bifurcates to a cyclonic wave breaking.

Let us now return to the point raised at the beginning in the introduction, i.e., the possibility that

baroclinic eddies can indeed produce such a response on the jet axis. This question is related to

what kind of feedback this bifurcation of the eddy life cycle can be expected to produce on the

stormtrackvariability. Wecanthenspeculateabouttherelationof thequalityof wavebreakingto

the variations in space and time of the storm tracks. The implications for storm track variability

are quite direct. In normal years, at the entrance of the storm track intense baroclinicity produces

CVC’s with a slight shift of the jet equatorward. At the last half of the storm track, due to much

weakerbaroclinicity, anticyclonicwavebreakingoccurs(AVC’s)displacingthejet poleward.The

eddies at the entrance of the storm track develop from the baroclinicity of the sub-tropical jet.

Downstreamfluxing andweakersurfacebaroclinicitymakestheupperlevel wavesmorealoft and

barotropicby themiddleof thestormtrack.Thesewavesnormallybreakanticyclonicallyenhanc-

ing thesub-polareddydrivenjet. In thewarmphaseof ENSO,morebaroclinicity(andsubtropical

moisture flux) is present in the eastern Pacific Ocean. This enhanced baroclinicity could support

more CVC’s in the eastern basin, maintaining the subtropical jet further east. It is clear the that

these processes are of weekly time scale. Eddies initiate around the sub-tropical latitudes; if the

surface baroclinicity is weak, they deflect the jet poleward due to the anticyclonic breaking pro-

ducing a sub-polar eddy driven jet (Orlanski, 1998). In periods of enhanced sub-tropical barocli-

nicity, theeddieswill continuebreakingcyclonicallyalongthewholestormtrackcausingthesub-

tropicaljet to extendfurthereast.Certainlythereareotherpossibilities;for instance,thesub-trop-
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ical baroclinicity is very weak all over and only very modest amounts of eddy energy are gener-

ated along the storm track, the subtropical jet will also be extended to the eastern Pacific Ocean.

The caveat of the argument, when moderate to high eddy energies are generated, is of course the

assumption that waves always break. However if waves could decay by other means, like wave-

wave interaction or downstream propagation (Chang and Orlanski (1993)), locally it would

weakenthefeedbackto themeancirculation.Althoughthebarocliniceddylife-cycleshouldhave

been in the environment of the storm track rather than single wave evolution, the general case is

beyond the scope of this study. We are presently performing high resolution storm track experi-

ments to be able determine unambiguously the role of wave-mean flow interactions.

APPENDIX

1) The 1-1/2 Layer Shallow Water Model, SM1-1/2.

We consider a model of the upper layers of the troposphere of densityρ1 that overlies a lower

layer with densityρ2 and below that a layer at rest withρ0 as shown in Fig A2 (b). These layers

should be viewed as the atmosphere contained between two isentropes say 400 K and 310 K,

shown in Fig A2 (a). Fig A2 (a) also shows the initial wind profile and potential temperature pro-

files of the initial value calculations shown in Figs 2 and 3. Basically, we can assume the strato-

sphere to be the upper layer at rest, the upper troposphere is the dynamically active layer and we

haveapassive lower layerwheretheforcing is appliedthatmimicstheeddyactivity of thelower

layer. A simplerschemewouldhavebeento considerareducedgravity shallow watermodelwith

onelayeranda topography thatvariesasa functionof spaceandtime.Thepressurein theconfig-

uration that we utilized is given as follows:

P0 gρ0H gρ0zbbbbH z H h1–( )> >–= A1
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where∆ρi is thedensityjumpfrom layers1 and2.Thebasicsteadystateis in geostrophicbalance

and using the expression for the pressures from A1:

and the lower layer height is:

wherethereducedgravity in eachlayeris g’i=g∆ρi /ρi. Substitutingthelasttermof A3 by A2, the

slope of the lower interface is given by the Margules relation:

Note that since the Boussinesq approximation has not been made, the density in the lower most

layer could be very large compared to the middle layer. In particular, if ρ2 goes to infinity, h2 is

dddP1 gρ1 h1 z–( ) P0+ g∆ρ1h1 gρ0H gρ1zbbb H h1–( ) z H h2–( )> >–+= =

P2 gρ2 h2 z–( ) P1+ g∆ρ2h2 g+ ∆ρ1h1 gρ0H gρ2zbbb H h2–( ) z>–+= =

f
U1 φtan

a
-------------------+ 

  U1
1

aρ1( )
--------------

φ∂
∂P1–

g'1
a

------
φ∂
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U2 φtan

a
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φ∂
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considered a rigid surface and since g’2~ 1 and U2 =0, no geostrophic balance requirements are

madefor theslopeof thebottomtopography in thishydrostaticmode.If ρ2 is muchlargerthanρ1

but finite likethedeeplayerof Jupiter, h2 couldhaveaslopeto balancewind in thatdeeplayer(T.

Dowling, 1993). We crudely try to represent the vertical shear of the baroclinic profile, assuming

that U1 and U2 have a similar jet structure but U2 has a smaller amplitude than U1, A4 can be

written approximately as follows:

where1-d =U2/U1 is ameasureof theverticalshear, thequadratictermin d wasneglectedin eq

A5.

The 1-1/2 layer shallow water equation for the sphere may be written:

whereλ,φ andt arethelongitude,latitudeandtimerespectively. a is theearth’sradius;u andv are

the zonal and meridional velocities; K1 = |v|2/2 is the kinetic energy per unit mass;ζ = curl (v) is

the relative vorticity and f = 2Ωsinφ is the Coriolis parameter.

d f
2dU1 φtan

a
--------------------------+ 

  U1

g'2
a

------
φ∂

∂h2=
A5

t∂
∂u1 ζ1 f+( )v1–

1
φacos

--------------
λ∂

∂
g'1h1 K1+( )–= A6

t∂
∂v1 ζ1 f+( )u1+

1
a
---

φ∂
∂

g'1h1 K1+( )( )–= A7

t∂
∂

h1 h2–( ) h1 h2–( )v1( )∇•+ 0= A8
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Since our intent is to simulate upper level waves that are generated by stretching from a growing

low level unstablebaroclinicwave,it will beenoughto prescribeatime-spacedependentinterface

h2(λ,γ,t) in A8 andcalculatetheevolutionof thevariablesof layer1 by integratingthesystemA6-

A8. h2 canbeviewedasatimedependentbottomtopography. However, in thisderivationit seems

more justified to use a mean slope that is in geostrophic balance with a prescribed zonal velocity

in thelower layer. It seemsclearthatregardlessof theprescribedforcing in h2, thesystemA6-A8

conserves the layer potential vorticity.

Without loosing generality let us assume that the reduced gravity in layer 1 and 2 are the same.

Then multiplying A8 by g’ and redefining g’h1 = h1 and g’h2=h2, we can eliminate the index 1

from all the variables.

The potential vorticity in A10 has the same form as in A9, the new h represents the geopotential

height,andfrom now onwewill usethegeopotentialasthenew prognosticvariablein themodel.

All the influence from the lower layer, similar to that shown in Fig A1 for the midlevel height of

the isentrope, will be prescribed through h2:

where the first term on the RHS is given by A4 for different values of d and the second term in

RHSportraysagrowing wavewith wavenumberm0phasespeedc andamodulationin amplitude

with timescaletLF. This forcing is thesameasin 3.2-3.5,therelaxationfunctionfor h in theshal-

Pv
ζ f+( )

h1 h2–( )
----------------------= A9

Pv
ζ f+( )
h h2–( )

-------------------= A10

h2 h2 φ( ) W+ 0
t

tLF
-------- 

  2 t
tLF
-------- 

  2
– 

 exp
Ui φ( ) c–( )

U0 c–( )
---------------------------- m0 λ ct–( )( )cos= A11
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low watermodeldescribedin section3. Althoughthefunctionsfor theforcingaresimilar in both

models, the shallow water model SM and the 1-1/2 layer shallow water model SM1-1/2, there are

considerable differences between them. The SM1-1/2conserves potential vorticity where as the

SM due to the Newtonian forcing does not, at least for the period in which the forcing is acting.

Moreover, SM dependsonarelaxationtimescalewhereasSM1-1/2doesnot.Thisseemsto betwo

limitationsof SM. However, amajorlimitation thatSM1-1/2 hasis thefactthatit reactsfreely to

a forcing like bottom topography. It radiates Rossby waves from the region where the forcing is

appliedto bothpolewardandequatorwardsidesof it. This is aquiteexpectedresponse,however it

is not what unstable baroclinic waves will do. In order for baroclinic waves to become unstable

there should be a phase lock between the upper and lower wave disturbances preventing the

Rossby wave radiation, at least in its growth phase. Actually, when a lower breaking wave

occurred, usually before the upper level wave, the upper level wave being freed from its lower

level anchor could radiate as Rossby waves to both sides of the unstable region. I. Held (2000)

discussed the meridional circulation resulting from the topographic forcing in a shallow water

model, pointing out that in a statistical steady state it will be similar to the meridional circulation

produced by baroclinic disturbances.

Furthermore,if it is assumedthatnowavebreakingoccursin thetopography region,thepotential

vorticity flux vanishes. To paraphrase Held(2000) “Rosbby waves radiating from a source region

transportzonalmomentuminto this region.Therefore,betweenthesourceregion,themomentum

flux convergence must be balanced by an eddy mass flux.

 It follows that the eddy mass flux should be poleward above the topography. Since there can not

be total mass flux, the mass transport by the ‘mean meridional circulation’, v, must be equator-

v'q' v'ζ' f 0
v'h'
H0
-------- 0≈–=

A12

f 0
v'h'
H0
--------

y∂
∂

u'v'–= A13
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ward just as in the upper tropospheric branch of the farrel cell.” Although this is true, the timing

when the circulation is produced in the SM1-1/2and in the baroclinic development is different. In

SM1-1/2the wave radiation is done soon when the forcing is applied where as in the baroclinic

development cases, is accomplished when the upper level wave is breaking. To illustrate this

effect, Fig A3 shows the Hovmoeller diagram of the relative vorticity (at x=450 longitude) and

meridional momentum fluxes (zonal averaged u’v’) for both the SM1-1/2and SM. It is clear that

SM1-1/2displays radiation of Rosbby waves as the disturbance is growing. This radiation of

waves,asHeld (2000)pointsout,will producemomentumfluxesinto thejet. Theresponseof the

of SM is different in that respect, practically no radiation of Rossby waves is noticeable and the

momentum flux is poleward. Note that the equations for SM and SM1-1/2are the same if one

makes the transformation h = Hs-hs and assumes h2=0.

Fig 1A Thesnapshotat4.5dayfor themoistexperiment(shown Fig 2bandFig 3b) for thepoten-

tial vorticity at the 300K isentrope (PVunit= 10-6 K(ms)-1), the anomaly height of the 300K isen-
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trope (interval=500m) and the vertical averaged relative vorticity anomaly between 5000mt and

10000mts (interval=0.25x10-4 s-1).

Fig A2. (a) Characteristic of the initial potential temperature (color bands) and zonal jet (black

contour) used in the three dimensional solutions (Fig 2 and Fig3). (b) Characteristics of the shal-

low water model SM1-1/2 and (c) the shallow water model SM (see text).
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Fig A3. Hovmoellerdiagramof therelativevortictiy atx=450 longitude(colorbands)andmeridi-

onalmomentumflux (blackcontour)for theSM1-1/2andSM. Notethattheintervalsaredifferent

for both cases.
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Fig A4. The zonal mean flow evolution over the 15 days and the eddy kinetic energy correspond-

ing to two solutions of the SM1-1/2is shown. Compare this figure with the evolution using SM in

Fig 12.
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